
Richmond, Virginia

Meditech has just set up its new vascular probe line for mass
production after landing a major contract.

Marissa is the new ops manager and can’t figure out why
production isn’t going smoothly.

Two weeks later…
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I don’t understand. 
It's 75% the same 
process as the other 
production line. 
What's wrong?

What seems to be the 
problem, Marissa?

How are we looking 
now?

So while it seems like 
Jorge is slow, he's 
actually a bit overloaded. 
Let me reallocate more 
tasks further upstream 
and see if that makes the 
line more balanced.

AHA! It looks like station 3 has a lot more 
of the workload than stations 5 and 6, which 
are both showing more unit-out-of-view 
time. 

The answer is 
sometimes buried in 
the details. Let's take 
a closer look.

Hello Alexis…

Two weeks later…

With the help of Drishti’s line balancing report, Alexis 
can identify the problem fast. 

Marissa makes the call.

I don’t understand it. 
Now I’ve got 5 people 
on the line, and it’s 
still going at the 
same speed.

Our throughput is 
really low on our 
new line even though 
the process should 
be nearly identical to 
our other products.

Things are flowing 
much smoother now. I 
used Drishti to 
balance the other 
lines, and every line is 
increasing throughput 
by at least 4%! We're 
running ahead of 
schedule!

That's why I like to 
line balance with 
Drishti. It gives you a 
system-wide view of 
your operations, not 
just single stations.

Don't thank me, thank 
Drishti! Drishti delivers 
the data and insights 
and empowers you to 
make good decisions. 

That kind of line 
balancing could have 
taken months without 
Drishti showing me the 
whole picture. I can’t 
thank you enough.

It appears that jorge is just too slow on Station 3. maybe if she adds another person to help... 

We’ll get Jill from 
the other production 
line to help out. cleanroom

https://drishti.com/solution/drishti-for-the-line-level

